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Starting with the idea of “sharing brings strength”, in 2013 TSMC 
published the books “TSMC’s Green Power” and “TSMC’s Green 
Action” in Taiwan and in 2014 we will publish a simplified Chinese 
version in China so that our many years of action in environmental 
protection and sustainability will have a broader impact and attract 
more resources to the cause of sustainability. 

In 2013, The TSMC Volunteer Society, TSMC Education and Culture 
Foundation, and colleagues from many different fabs travelled 
throughout Hsinchu, Taichung, and Tainan to bring warmth and care 
to elderly veterans, children in halfway houses, elementary school 
students in rural areas, university students from low-income families, 
and elderly people living alone. We provide moral support by spending 
time with them and by providing economic assistance at appropriate 
times. In one of our many programs, the TSMC Cycling Club led 25 
colleagues on a round-the-island bicycle tour. They not only completed 
an athletic feat, they also brought our colleagues love and concern to 
three children’s homes in Hualien, Taitung, and Yunlin with donations 
of 30 bicycles and other goods, benefitting 320 underprivileged 
children and warmth to a rural area with few resources.

Social Participation

Social Participation
Caring for the earth and future generations is an important and 
undisputable part of TSMC’s corporate social responsibility. In 2013, 
in addition to continuing its existing plans and projects, TSMC has 
combined the Company’s resources with its employees’ love and 
wisdom to work together and build a sustainable society, care for 
the earth, show compassion for the underprivileged, and 
eliminate urban/rural disparities.
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In addition, we have continued to promote science and 
art education. Besides inviting children from rural areas to 
visit museums, galleries, and science centers, TSMC has 
continued to fund the Taipei Fine Arts Museum’s “TSMC 
Children’s Art Education Center”, which will open in 2014. 
We expect this comprehensive art space oriented towards 
families and children will become an important base for 
childhood aesthetic education. At the same time, we have 
extended our support for the Center for Advanced Science 
Education at National Taiwan University and held the 
first “TSMC Cup – Competition of Scientific Story Telling 

Competition” to develop outstanding scientific talent. In 
humanities and the arts, we continue to hold the TSMC Youth 
Calligraphy Competition and the TSMC Youth Literature 
Award to nurture literary and artistic talent, and we also 
supported the National Symphony Orchestra with its first 
production of the Wagner Opera Die Walküre.

In sustainability, we are committed to selfless sharing of 
our knowledge. In 2012, TSMC officially assembled its 
Ecology Volunteers, who guide visitors through TSMC’s 
green campus in Taichung and the Pheasant-tailed Jacana 

TSMC Volunteer 
Program

105,430
 hours

Volunteer service hours 
increased from 38,749 
hours in 2012 to 105,430 
hours in 2013.

Science and Art 
Education 

87,030
 students

More than 87,000 students 
from remote townships 
have participated in the 
“TSMC Aesthetic Tour” and 
“TSMC Science Tour” to 
cultivate their appreciation 
of art and experience the 
charisma of science.

Science Teacher 
Training 

50,000
 high school students

The ”Raising the level 
of High School Physics 
Experiments”program 
provided professional 
development for 282 
science teachers, reaching 
over 50,000 high school 
students nationwide

TSMC Cup Scientific 
Story Telling 
Competition 

188
 teams

A total of 188 teams 
accross the nation 
participated in the “TSMC 
Cup Scientific Story Telling 
Competition ,” gaining 
overwhelmingly positive 
responses from high school 
students and teachers.

Ecology Educational Park in Taichung. In 2013, the Ecology 
Volunteers expanded their service area to Hsinchu, and 
invited more than 120 students and teachers from rural 
elementary schools to visit the ecology park in our Fab 12B 
facility.

In addition, with the enthusiastic support of management, 
the Fab/Division Volunteer Program was created to support 
diverse charity initiatives. These include donations of 
discounts from group purchases to charity, volunteer work 
to help elderly people living alone, and sponsoring children 
in rural areas to attend professional baseball games to fulfill 
their dreams and give them hope for the future.

Thanks to the passion and commitment of our colleagues, 
in 2013 TSMC became the first Taiwan company to be 
ranked as an “Industry Group Leader” in the Dow Jones 
Sustainability Index survey, winning  the highest score in the 
“Semiconductors and Semiconductor Equipment” industry 
group. We also maintained the highest score in the “Social 
Dimension” of the survey.

We hope that these efforts can act as a force for uplifting 
society, and that all parts of society can grow in love, 
happiness, health, and prosperity with the resources that 
we commit. We also hope that the example we provide can 
exert a positive influence and encourage society to join us in 
cherishing the earth’s precious resources and make it a better 
place.
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7.1  TSMC Education and Culture 
        Foundation

The TSMC Education and Culture Foundation, established in 
1998 to coordinate the Company’s sponsorship as part of its 
efforts in corporate social responsibility, devotes its resources 
towards education, promotion of art and culture events, 
community building, and the employee volunteer program. 

In 2013, the TSMC Foundation contributed over NT$73 
million to its long-term projects in promoting education and 
arts. This year the Foundation devoted more resources 
to science education projects, including sponsoring The 
Center for the Advancement of Science Education at Taiwan 
University (CASE) to hold The TSMC Cup Scientific Story 
Telling Competition, the Tsing Hua Cup National High School 
Chemistry competition,  scientific talents camps, and other 
long-term educational programs. 

With regard to the promotion of arts and Chinese Culture, 
the TSMC Foundation sponsored the National Symphony 
Orchestra to produce the stage version of Wagner’s Die 
Walküre. Following “The Analects of Confucius” and “The 
Writings of Chung-tzu”, Professor Hsin Yih-yun, at the 
invitation of the Foundation, launched the broadcasting 
program “Mo-tzu in Hsin’s View” to lead the audience to 
understand Mo-tzu’s philosophy. The Foundation also 
continued to support the Taipei Fine Arts Museum to establish 
a children’s art education center, which will be inaugurated at 
April in 2014. 

Aside from financial sponsorships of culture and educational 
projects, the TSMC Foundation supports the TSMC Volunteer 
Society, organizing employees to devote themselves to the 
caring of the underprivileged of the communities.

The Four Commitments of 
TSMC Education and Culture Foundation 
TSMC is dedicated to being a leading Taiwan corporate 
citizen and is an active sponsor of education and 
cultural activities. To maximize the impact of our 
contributions, TSMC established the TSMC Education 
and Culture Foundation (the TSMC Foundation) in 
1998. Currently, F. C. Tseng, TSMC Vice Chairman, 
serves as the Chairman of the Foundation, which has 
been pioneering various projects to fulfill our long-
term commitment to education and culture. The four 
principles of TSMC Foundation are: “Commitment to 
Education”, “Contribution to TSMC Site Communities”, 
“Sponsorship of the Arts Community “, and “Support for 
the Employee Volunteer Program.” If you would like to 
learn more about the Foundation, please access the 
official site of the TSMC Foundation. 

Sponsorship by the TSMC Foundation in 2013

51%

7%

27%

9%
6%

NT$ 73,531,729
Education

Art Events

Communities

Volunteer 
Program

Others

7.2  Commitment to Education:         
        Cultivating Science Talents and 
        Developing Arts Appreciation

Talents are essential to the development of the economy. As a 
leader of Taiwan’s knowledge-based industry, TSMC regards 
cultivating talented people for society as a core responsibility. 
Thus the TSMC Foundation tailors various programs to target 
a whole range of education needs at different age levels.

The Primary-School Level — Narrowing the Gap in 
the Educational Resources between Rural and Urban 
Areas
As society changes rapidly, the gap between rural and 
urban areas in educational resources is getting wider. The 
TSMC Foundation continues to invest resources in various 
education programs. Through sponsoring the “Hope Reading 
Program” donating books to the schools in remote townships, 
supporting the Boyo Foundation providing after school 
assistance for underprivileged elementary and middle school 
children, and holding the “TSMC Aesthetic Tour” and “TSMC 
Science Tour” taking children to the art museums and science 
museums, the Foundation hopes to narrow the gap and 
ensure that our children all have the equal chance to be well-
educated. 

●  TSMC Aesthetic Tour, TSMC Science Tour, and TSMC 
Children’s Art Education Center
The TSMC Foundation has always placed equal emphasis 
on inspiring children’s interest in arts and in science. 
The Foundation launched the TSMC Aesthetic Tour in 
2002, and the TSMC Science Tour in 2010. To bridge the 
urban-rural gap, the “TSMC Aesthetic Tour” and  “TSMC 
Science Tour” takes children from remote townships to visit 
the National Palace Museum, Taipei Fine Arts Museum, 
National Taiwan Science Education Center, National 
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TSMC Children’s Art Education Center 
A new scene is set to unfold in the underground level 
of Taipei Fine Arts Museum in the spring of 2014: the 
much-anticipated Children’s Art Education Center will be 
completed. Built according to an open, penetrable design 
concept, this 2,098 square meter “museum within a 
museum” is a comprehensive, friendly space, a venue for art, 
experience, social interaction and life with a new orientation 
to families and children, a place perfectly suited for sharing in 
art education.

The Children’s Art Education Center is jointly funded by and 
named after TFAM and the TSMC Education and Culture 
Foundation, which for many years has been committed 

to helping art education take root in Taiwan. Making full 
use of the entire existing space, the new center features 
a studio and kinder zone, a gallery, interactive area, 
outdoor courtyard, and information desk. Interconnecting 
with the nearby restaurant, art bookshop and auditorium, 
it strengthens the basement area’s function of facilitating 
learning while providing recreation and entertainment.
After its grand opening, the Children’s Art Education Center 
will host exhibitions and art activities focused on kids, 
emphasizing participation, interaction and encounter. As 
people give art a try and actively engage their creativity, 
they will generate a variety of participatory experiences, and 
develop a new relationship between the art museum and the 
public.

Museum of Natural Science and National Science and 
Technology Museum. Over the last 11 years, more than 
87,000 students from remote townships have participated 
in these tours to cultivate their appreciation of art and 
experience the fascination of science.

In addition to arranging the museum visits, the TSMC 
Foundation also supported the establishment of a facility 
for promoting children’s art education. The Foundation 
cooperated with the Taipei Fine Arts Museum to establish 
a “Children’s Art Education Center,” consisting of a gallery, 
workshops, and a courtyard to serve as a dedicated art 
education space to serve children nationwide. The “TSMC 
Children’s Art Education Center,” due for completion 
and inauguration in 2014, carries on the Foundation’s 
longstanding goal of children’s art education.

●  Hope Reading Program
Since 2004, TSMC has sponsored the Hope Reading 
Program initiated by the CommonWealth Educational 
Foundation. This program is a campaign to narrow the 
gap in educational resources between rural and urban 
areas caused by disparities in wealth. By providing books 
to children in remote and underprivileged areas of Taiwan, 
TSMC hopes to promote literacy and inspire interest in 
reading among these children so that they will have good 
books to read and have the opportunity to one day leave 
poverty behind through education. 

Through the “Hope Reading Program”, the TSMC 
Foundation donates 100 wonderful books to 170 elementary 
schools and 30 junior high schools in remote area each 
year. In this project, literary academic representatives, 
authors, and teachers are invited to choose newly-published 
picture books, storybooks, and young adult novels for these 
children. Since 2004, the Foundation has already donated 
over 190,000 books to support school library resources, and 
cultivating reading habits for children.

In addition to donating the books, the program also 
recruits college students and enterprise employees as 
volunteers to encourage children to read books, and holds 
international reading education forums and workshops for 
teachers to learn new education concepts and teaching 

skills. In response to the program, TSMC also recruited 
its employees to form “TSMC Reading Volunteer” teams 
to serve at eight schools nationwide for inspiring the 
children’s reading interests.
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●  Supporting the Boyo Social Welfare Foundation 
This year the TSMC Foundation supported the Boyo Social 
Welfare Foundation to train teachers and provide after-
school assistance for underprivileged children. By providing 
educational resources and a positive environment for 
learning, the Foundation hopes to keep underprivileged 
children out of a cycle of perpetual poverty. 

Founded in 2002, the Boyo Foundation trains local college 
students and members of ethnic minority communities 
to work at our tutoring centers and provide after-school 
assistance for underprivileged elementary and middle 
school children who are low academic achievers. To 
develop good learning habits, the students attend classes 
for 2-3 hours each weekday night.
 
Focus is placed on English and mathematics, the 
subjects that typically cause students the most difficulty. 
The programs are totally free. Currently, there are 11 
educational centers, and 415 teachers and over 2,000 
elementary and junior high students are currently attending 
our tutoring sessions. Through this collaboration, the 
TSMC Foundation hopes to help the children improve 
academically and stay out of poverty.

The High School Level — Nurturing Science and 
Humanities
At the high school level, TSMC emphasizes the need for 
a balanced education in both science and the humanities. 
The Foundation holds scientific contests, science talent 
camps, and humanity activities with innovative and versatile 
campaigns for cultivating young peoples’ potential in of 
science and appreciation of the humanities.

Science — Collaboration between Private and Public 
Resources to Inspire Students’ Scientific Potential 
In science education, this year the TSMC Foundation for 
the first time sponsored the Center for Advanced Science 
Education at National Taiwan University to hold the TSMC 
Cup Scientific Story Telling Competition. Competing through 
the different stages of the Competition, students will cultivate 
a capacity for logical thinking, argumentation and presentation 
skills. 

The Foundation also continued to support three science 
talent camps, the Wu Chien-Shiung Science Camp, Wu Ta-
Yu Science Camp, and Madame Curie Senior High School 
Chemistry Camps, along with the ”Tsing-Hua Senior High 
School Academic Express” to provide talented students with 
the opportunity to hold discussions with world-class scientists 
with the goal of inspiring students and helping them realize 
their potential.

●  TSMC Cup Scientific Story Telling Competition
Reading is critical for studying science, and writing as 
well as oral presentation are essential skills for scientific 
intellectuals. To achieve those educational ideals, the 
TSMC Foundation sponsored the Center for Advanced 
Science Education at National Taiwan University to hold 
the TSMC Cup Scientific Story Telling Competition, the first 
competition in scientific story telling by incorporating four 
major capacities of listening, speaking, reading and writing 
into this innovative contest.

The TSMC Cup Scientific Story Telling Competition is 
targeted at young people aged from 15 to 18 nationwide 
to inspire their interest in science and to train them to 
deliver short talks on scientific concept and knowledge. 

With the support of the TSMC Foundation, the contest 
has expanded to various local areas, combined with 
training workshops, with professional personnel and 
scholars directly instructing contest participants, giving this 
competition greater educational depth. 

This year the contest’s topic was water resources. 188 
teams read selected books, and were required to transform 
reading knowledge into oral expression. Competition 
was also combined with debating, including cross-team 
Q&A, to strengthen their argument strategies and logical 
reasoning skills. Competing through the different stages 
of the Competition, the participants not only cultivated 
their capacity for logical thinking, argumentation and 
presentation skills, but also learned the dynamics of 
teamwork between peers. The unique scientific experience 
and training provided by the Competition gained an 
overwhelming positive response from high schools 
nationwide.

●  Tsing Hua Cup-National High School Chemistry 
     Competition

The 10th Tsing Hua Cup-National High School Chemistry 
competition, held by the National Tsing Hua University 
Department of Chemistry and Shui-Mu Chemistry 
Foundation, has become a high-profile activity for high 
school chemistry students. This year there were up to 
879 groups totaling 3,516 students from 144 high schools 
participating in this two-stage competition. By sponsoring 
the competition, the Foundation hopes to promote the 
interests of high school students in Chemistry and also 
popularize Chemistry education.
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●  Scientific Talents Camps
To cultivate talented young scientists, the Foundation 
continued to sponsor the Wu Chien-Shiung Science Camp, 
the Wu Ta-Yu Science Camp as well as the Madame Curie 
Chemistry Camp. These camps provide talented students 
with the opportunity to hold discussions with world-class 
scientists with the goal of inspiring students and helping 
them realize their potential.

2013 was the sixteenth anniversary of the Wu Chien-
Shiung Science Camp. In this year the camp invited 
Prof. Yuen-Ron Shen, one of the greatest experts in 
non-linear optics; Prof. Richard Zare, the Chair Professor 
of the Stanford University Chemistry Department; Prof. 

Reflections from Competitors in the TSMC Cup Scientific Story Telling Competition 
“Thank you NTU CASE. You really made a great effort and we had lots of fun. Although we didn’t pay anything, we have 
greatly enjoyed the activities, videos, food and accommodation. We made lots of friends and learned a lot. Although we are 
only awarded “honorable mention,” we already feel gratitude for 
reaching the finals. I will continue to love science and help 
promote this competition in school.”  — Team “Trimer” from 
Kaohsiung Municipal Kaohsiung Girls’ Senior High School

Alexei Filippenko, the Chair Professor of the University 
of California, Berkeley Astronomy Department; and Prof. 
Li-Huei Tsai, Professor of the M.I.T department of Brain 
and Cognitive Sciences known for her work on Alzheimer’s 
disease. Four world-class scientists in the fields of 
chemistry, biology, astronomy and physics spoke to 156 
gifted youths from all countries in Asia and 38 science 
teachers for one week. 

Following the successful experience of holding the 1st 
through the 11th “Wu Ta-You Science Camp”, the 12th 
Science Camp was held in the NTU Forest Recreation 
Park at Hsi-Tou from August 11 to 16, 2013. The central 
theme of this camp was “Life Science”. Academician Ovid 

Tseng organized the program with a theme of “Brain and 
Mind: Frontier Research in Cognitive Neuroscience.” 
Five distinguished scholars in neutral science were 
invited as the master speakers, including Prof. Stephen 
Crain (Distinguished Professor /Director, ARC Centre 
of Excellence in Cognition and its Disorders, Macquarie 
University), Prof. Mu-Ming Poo (Director, Institute of 
Neuroscience, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Shanghai/
Paul Licht Distinguished Professor in Biology, University 
of California, Berkeley), Prof. Kenneth Pugh (President 
and Director of Research, Haskins Laboratories/Professor, 
Department of Psychology, University of Connecticut), Prof. 
Michael Rugg (Distinguished Chair in Behavioral and Brain 
Sciences/Co-Director, Center for Vital Longevity, University 
of Texas at Dallas), and Prof. Ovid Tzeng (Academician 
& Distinguished Research Fellow, Institute of Linguistics, 
Academia Sinica/Chancellor, University System of Taiwan).

In addition, more than ten professors from domestic 
universities also attended the camp to share their research 
experience and to outline the current status of neutral 
science research in Taiwan. The program included a 
keynote speech, several master lectures and discussion 
sessions, introduction to domestic research activities, 
brainstorming, introduction to cutting-edge topics, and 
a talent show. A total of 94 senior undergraduate or 1st 
year graduate students from Taiwan, Hong Kong, Macau, 
America and Mainland China were admitted to this camp. 
In addition, six high school teachers were also invited 
to attend the camp. We expect these activities will offer 
these students and teachers an invaluable opportunity to 
get in contact with leading scholars as well as the chance 
to interact with each other. This year the Foundation also 
continued to sponsor the Madame Curie Chemistry Camp. 
A total of 118 students and 26 science teachers from senior 

“I’ve grown a lot through this competition. I could hardly talk in 
public and now I can confidently enjoy the stage. Talking about 
science on the stage is a very exciting thing and I hope our 
thoughts on this world can be heard. Although I will be 18 years 
old and will not be qualified for this competition anymore, I 
hope that I can continue to participate in this competition again 
and again, not for the awards but for learning and growing!” — 
Team “All For One, One For All” from New Taipei Municipal 
Ginling Girls’ High School
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and junior high schools gathered to listen to speeches by 
top-notch masters to inspire their interest in chemistry.

●  Senior High School Academic Express
The TSMC Foundation also supported National Tsing-hua 
University in holding the “Senior High School Academic 
Express” to promote lecture courses in scientific knowledge 
at 12 senior high schools. 

Tsing-hua University is one of the most important bases 
of academic research in Taiwan, and through the “Senior 
High School Academic Express”, the results of Tsinghua’s 
research can be showcased and shared with the public 
and students. The project arranges for Tsinghua University 
professors to hold lively and easy-to-understand lectures 
on technology and everyday science. The lectures are held 
in 12 senior high schools across Taiwan and in the outlying 
island of Kinmen, and have gained an overwhelmingly 
positive response. Through this project, we look forward to 
inspiring student interest in academic research. 

●  Raising the Level of High School Physics Experiments
Since 2010, the TSMC Foundation has continued to 
sponsor the Wu Chien-Shiung Foundation in collaboration 
with the Ministry of Education to carry on the project 
“Raising the Level of High School Physics Experiments.”

“Raising the Level of High School Physics Experiments” 
is comprised of two major parts. The first is to establish a 
full series of high school physics experimental kits, which 
are licensed copies based on the training material of the 
International Physics Olympiad. These experimental kits 
serve as an important database for high school physics 
education. The second part is to hold a camp for science 

The TSMC Youth Calligraphy Competition 
The TSMC Youth Calligraphy Competition holds 
various versatile and extensive campaigns to inspire 
young people’s interest in the beauty of calligraphy. 
The Foundation also arranged for former winners to 
visit Taiwan Calligraphy Master Professor Chung-kao 
Du for the first time. During the meeting, Professor 
Chung-kao Du shared his more than 50 years 
of experience of calligraphy with over 20 young 
calligraphy artists and devotees. He noted that there 
is no short-cut to the art, and encouraged the students 
bravely face their failures. He also taught them that 
working hard and staying humble is the only way to 
make a progress.

teachers. With the assistance of the Ministry of Education, 
we recruit science teachers to participate in the science 
camp during summer and winter vacations. One week’s 
training offers science teachers a chance to enhance their 
teaching skills and experimental abilities. As of the end of 
2012, the program has provided professional development 
for 282 science teachers from 113 schools, reaching over 
30,000 high school students nationwide.

In Humanities — Activities to Cultivate the Young 
People’s Appreciation for Art and Culture
In the humanities, “the TSMC Youth Literature Award” has for 
10 years encouraged talented young writers to create new 
works. This year the TSMC Foundation worked with the United 
Daily News to issue special editorial pages for the former 
winners, who were invited to create new works, showcasing 
their talents and progress. The sixth “TSMC Youth Calligraphy 
Contest” held three workshops at three high schools to inspire 
students to appreciate the beauty and cultural richness of 
calligraphy. The Foundation arranged for former winners 
and the calligraphy lovers to visit Taiwan Calligraphy master 
Professor Chung-kao Du. Professor Du shared his 50-year 
experience in calligraphy with the participants and encouraged 
them to keep on pursuing this art.

●  TSMC Youth Calligraphy Competition
The art of calligraphy is a distinguished legacy of 
Chinese culture. To preserve this art in the modern era 
of technology, the TSMC Foundation encourages young 
people to learn calligraphy and continue this artistic 
tradition. In addition to the contest, the Foundation also 
organized various campaigns to cultivate student and 
public appreciation of calligraphy.
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This year the Foundation invited students from the 
affiliated senior high school of National Taiwan Normal 
University to use brush pens to write their blessings on 
kites. The creative campaign brought the young generation 
to experience the beauty and pleasure of these two 
Chinese traditional arts. The Foundation continued to bring 
educational resources in calligraphy to campuses, holding 
three workshops to showcase the history and modern 
application of this traditional art. The TSMC Foundation 
hopes to encourage younger generations to appreciate 
traditional Chinese art through calligraphy.

●  TSMC Youth Literature Award
Among our cultural activities, the “TSMC Youth Literature 
Award” has been the most influential in Taiwan society. 
Since the award was instituted in 2004, 2,357 novels, 
2,489 poems, and 257 book review writings (only in the 
first year of the competition) have been entered into 
this competition. Works entered in the competition have 
become more sophisticated and diverse each year. 
Numerous former winners continue to gain prizes in other 
competitions and submit new works to newspapers and 
magazines.

2013 was the tenth anniversary of the “TSMC Youth 
Literature Award”. In addition to the regular competition, 
the Foundation invited former winners Hao-wei Sheng, 
Hsu-nan Liu, Bo-yen Chen, Dun-chi Chang, Tze-Shueng 
Chung, Yu-de Lin, Yu-Sueng Lin and Jia-hsin Zang, 8 
promising young writers, to create new works for the 
special editorial page “TSMC Rising Stars of Literature”, 
issued by the United Daily News newspaper. The works 

showcase these prestigious young writers’ talent and 
enormous growth after winning the competition. 

In addition to the works of former winners, the winning 
novels of 2013 are great achievements as well. For the 
first time, the juries of the award chose two novels as 
the first prize. Although the topics of these two works are 
different, they both show the deep self-consciousness and 
the warm concern for the society of the young generation. 
The TSMC Foundation will continue to sponsor the award 
to encourage our youth to engage in the creation of literary 
works, thereby improving literacy skills in the community as 
a whole.

College and Society Level — Promoting Literature and 
Supporting the Underprivileged
At the college and society level, the TSMC Foundation holds 
the TSMC Literature Award and provides scholarships for 
college students to cultivate literary talent and encourage 
underprivileged students to study further. Also, the Foundation 
continues to endow chair professorships to enhance 
academic research at Taiwan universities.

●  TSMC Literature Award
To encourage young writers and promote Chinese literary 
works, the TSMC Foundation holds the TSMC Literature 
Award on alternate years. As the extension of the TSMC 
Youth Literature Award, the TSMC Literature Award 
encourages writers under 40 to create Chinese novels 
between 60,000 words and 80,000 words. Since the Award 
was launched in 2001, the TSMC Literature Award had 
gradually shaped the paradigm and made an influence in 
the Chinese literary society. 

This year the Foundation held the 2nd TSMC Literature 
Award. As a benchmark literary award in Taiwan and 
China, the Foundation organized the jury group from 
among the most important Chinese writers and literature 
critics in Taiwan and China, including Tian-shing Zhu, 
I-chun Ro, Yang Zhao, Zi-dong Hsu, and Fei-yu Bi, to 
choose three great works from 97 works in total. The first 
prize of the Award goes to a single winner, who receives a 
cash prize of NT$600,000, and the second prizes are for 
two winners who receive a cash prize of NT$200,000 each. 
In addition to the cash prizes, the winners also receive a 
contract with the book publisher, INK. This competition 
offers young writers an excellent forum to showcase their 
talent and an opportunity to be published, underscoring 
TSMC’s commitment to supporting literature.

●  TSMC Scholarship and Chair Professorship
In 2013, the TSMC Foundation continued to sponsor the 
“TSMC Scholarship” to support underprivileged students 
attending National Tsing Hua University and National 
Central University. In addition to providing financial 
support, the Foundation will invite the students to join 
TSMC and arranges meetings with TSMC employees. The 
rich experience of TSMC employees can provide insightful 
advice for students both in school and in their future 
career paths. At the same time, the Foundation continued 
to endow chair professorships to strengthen academic 
research.
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7.3  Promotion of Arts and Culture: 
        Supporting Taiwan Arts Groups and 
        Promoting Chinese Classics

The TSMC Education and Culture Foundation is devoted 
to the promotion of arts and culture. Over the years, the 
Foundation has pioneered several innovative approaches 
and received positive feedback from the public, prompting 
many companies to join our efforts. In addition to inviting 
international performance groups to Taiwan, we also aspire 
to raise the quality of domestic performing arts through 
exchanges, and to give society deeper knowledge and 
appreciation of the arts.

Under the leadership of Maestro Shao-Chia Lü, Die 
Walküre, gathered together the prestigious director Hans-
Peter Lehmann, who for years has served as assistant 
director at the Bayreuth Festival Theatre, together with 
Taiwan art groups and top vocal singers from Taiwan and 
abroad, all of whom showed marvelous creativity and 
performance levels. The production indeed set a milestone 
in opera for Taiwan performing arts history.

Die Walküre is the second of the four-opera cycle of 
Der Ring des Nibelungen. Taken from Norse sagas, Der 
Ring des Nibelungen describes the struggles between 
gods over a magic ring. The plot is complex and full of 
moral implications. Due to its comprehensive structure 
and romantic musical themes, Die Walküre is the most 
frequently-performed work of the Ring cycle in western 
opera houses. In order to give youngsters in Taiwan an 
opportunity to appreciate Wagner’s opera, staged readings 
of Die Walküre and interactive drama activities were 
organized and held on high school campuses, broadening 
students’ aesthetic horizons and guiding them into the 
unique world of Wagner’s music. 

●  The Chinese Classic Broadcasting Program “Mo-tzu in 
Hsin’s View”
In addition to supporting Taiwan Art Groups, the TSMC 
Foundation has a long-term commitment to promoting 
Chinese traditional classics. By presenting lectures, 
producing broadcasting programs and publishing audio 
books, the Foundation revives the classics, enabling 
the audiences to easily understand traditional Chinese 
philosophy and wisdom. Among these projects, the 
broadcasting programs produced by Professor Hsin 
Yih-yun, are extremely popular and have gained much 
attention from Chinese audiences all over the world. 
Following The Analects by Confucius and The Writings of 
Chuang-tzu, this year Professor Hsin introduced Mo-tzu, 

Through sponsoring large-scale local productions, we seek to provide concrete support for domestic groups. We have reaped fruitful results for our 
efforts and Die Walküre is definitely one of the best.

To support Taiwan Art Groups, the TSMC Foundation 
sponsored the National Symphony Orchestra in 2013 to 
produce the stage version of Wagner’s Die Walküre for the 
very first time in Taiwan. Continuing to promote Chinese 
Classics and philosophies, this year Professor Hsin Yih-yun 
introduced Mo-tzu’s philosophy of universal love to radio 
audiences following his discussions of The Analects by 
Confucius and The Writings of Chuang-tzu.

●  Supporting the National Taiwan Symphony’s 
Production of Wagner’s Die Walküre
In 2013, the TSMC Foundation supported the National 
Symphony Orchestra to produce the stage version of 
Wagner’s Die Walküre for the very first time in Taiwan. 
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whose thought was as important as Confucius’ during the 
Chinese Spring and Autumn Period. Through Professor 
Hsin Yih-yun’s rich knowledge and vivid examples, 
Professor Hsin delivered Mo-tzu’s philosophy of promoting 
diligence, thrift, and universal love to the public. TSMC’s 
six-year consecutive support of the broadcasting program 
shows its commitment and endeavors toward promoting 
classical Chinese philosophy.

●  The Restoration of Dr. Sun Yun-suan’s Residence and 
     the Taipei Story House Literature Salon

The TSMC Education and Culture Foundation firmly 
believes that the protection of cultural assets not only 
involves structural maintenance but also spiritual 
replenishment through continual rejuvenation of cultural 
heritage sites.

Dr. Sun Yun-suan, the former Premier of the Republic 
of China, guided the nation through its transformation 
from an agricultural to a manufacturing economy. One 
of Dr. Sun’s major achievements is establishing high-
technology industries that would later become the basis of 
the Taiwanese economy. Dr. Sun Yun-suan’s residence, 
located in Chunging South Road, is a Japanese-style 
heritage building. After Dr. Sun Yun-suan passed away in 
2006, the Taipei City Government designated this building 
as a heritage site. In memory of Dr. Sun Yun-suan’s 
contribution to the economic development of Taiwan, the 
TSMC Education and Culture Foundation plans to sponsor 
the Sun Yun-suan Foundation’s restoration project. After 
the restoration is completed, the house will exhibit Dr. 
Sun’s life story and related documents for Taiwan people to 
understand Taiwan’s economic development. 

The Foundation also continued to sponsor the Taipei Story 
House’s Literature Salon. Through regularly-held book 
readings by the authors, the spirit of the humanities has 

7.4  Community Building: Organizing 
        the Hsin-chu Arts Festival to Bring 
        Exquisite Performances to TSMC’s 
        Site Communities

The foundation has long played the role of a cultivator of 
fine arts and hopes to spread its seeds to the community 

More than 40 performances of the 2013 Hsin-chu Festival enriched over 25,000 inhabitants of Hsinchu, Taichung and Tainan.

been instilled in the physical structure of this heritage site. 
These events allow artists and writers to come together 
in old homes filled with history. They have also given the 
edifice itself a new lease on life.

through ongoing arts activities. At TSMC’s site communities 
of Hsinchu, Taichung and Tainan, the Foundation organizes 
the “Hsin-chu Arts Festival” to present a broad spectrum 
of performances to satisfy local interest in art. Presented 
annually for the past 11 years, the ”Hsin-chu Arts Festival” has 
become a major art event gaining great nationwide attention. 
International artists presented by the Festival include Cho-
liang Lin, Midori, Ann-Sophie Mutter, Shlomo Mintz, Yun-di 
Li, Kun Woo Paik, Jean-Yves Thibaudet and Sir James 
Galway. The Festival also gathered Chinese theatre masters, 
including Pai Hsien-yung, Wu Hsing-kuo, Wei Hai-ming, and 
Li Bao-chun, to present phenomenal performance for these 
communities.
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This year the Foundation again invited prestigious artists to 
join the Festival, such as the winner of the 2010 International 
Chopin Piano Competition, Russian pianist Yulianna A. 
Avdeeva, who fascinated Hsinchu classical music lovers with 
her great technique and depth of music interpretation. The 
new classical star, British violinist Charlie Siem, played a 
wonderful concert for the students of Cheng Kung University 
in Tainan. The Festival arranged an interactive concert, the 
Piano Battle, at Taichung Outdoor Arena for an audience 
of more than 6,000. The Piano Battle sees a duo go head-
to-head on stage, charming and enchanting the audience 
with a variety of classical pieces. During the three-month 
Art Festival, the foundation arranged in total over 40 various 
activities, from concerts, traditional operas and lectures, to 
family-oriented activities, attracting more than 25,000 people 
from the local communities.

7.5  TSMC Volunteer Program

Long-term Commitment to Chosen Service Themes
Giving back to the society is an integral part of our corporate 
responsibility; making contributions to Taiwanese society 
underlines our commitment and fulfills our role as a 
responsible corporate citizen. Our Volunteer Program, under 
the leadership of Sophie Chang (Su-feng Chang), persistently 
pursues the objective of, “long-term commitment to chosen 
service themes,” and encourages our employees to participate 
in volunteer activities with joy and wisdom. Through volunteer 
activities, we hope to lead the way for our employees to strike 
a fulfilling balance between their work and life. 

The TSMC Volunteer Program coordinates many forms 
of volunteer services. Employees of our company and 
our affiliated companies, as well as their family members, 

are invited to participate in a variety of activities under the 
Program, including the TSMC Volunteer Docent Program, 
TSMC Book Reading Volunteer Program, TSMC Energy 
Saving Volunteer Program, TSMC Community Volunteer 
Program, TSMC Ecology Volunteer Program, and TSMC Fab/
Division Volunteer Program. 

●  The TSMC Volunteer Docent Program recruits employee 
volunteers to serve as docents on weekends and holidays 
at the “World of Semiconductors” exhibition hall in the 
National Museum of Natural Science, Taichung. They 
introduce semiconductor science and technology to 
museum visitors in a way that is easy to understand. As 
of 12/31/2013, a total of 4,513 volunteers have taken part 
in this program, accumulating more than 58,152 service 
hours.

●  Volunteers of the TSMC Book Reading Volunteer Program 
read stories to students in remote elementary schools 
in Hsinchu, Taichung and Tainan. Stories and books are 
supplements for limited educational resources in these 
rural areas, expanding the children’s mind, ideas, and 
thoughts. Since 2004, the program has recruited 1,816 
volunteers, accumulating a total of over 30,478 hours of 
reading to more than 14,000 students. 

●  The TSMC Energy Saving Volunteer Program was 
established in 2008 by employees with expertise in energy 
conservation. The team helps to assess energy saving 
solutions for schools and provide suggestions on possible 
improvements. The Program initially served two high 
schools in Hsinchu. In 2013, the service was extended 
to schools in Hsinchu, Taichung, Tainan and Penghu. At 
present, the team consists of more than 50 energy saving 
experts who strive to preserve the limited energy that the 
earth has to offer.

●  The TSMC Community Volunteer Program was founded in 
2010. Volunteers regularly visit the elderly at the Hsinchu 
Veterans Home and the children at the St. Teresa 
Children’s Center. When Typhoon Morakot struck southern 
Taiwan in 2009, TSMC employees established the Typhoon 
Morakot Project Team to provide assistance and relief 
measures to typhoon victims. The team later became the 
first members of Community Volunteer Program, aiming 
to reach out to those most in need. The program has 
recruited more than 1,119 volunteers, accumulating a total 
of over 18,000 service hours.

●  The TSMC Ecology Volunteer Program was established 
in 2012. The service centers were initially located in the 
Taichung F15 Ecology Park and Tainan Jacana Ecology 
Education Park, performing docent services for elementary 
students in Taichung and visitors visiting the Parks. In 
2013, the TSMC Ecology Volunteer Program was further 
extended to the Hsinchu area, inviting students from 
remote schools to take ecological tours and introducing 
them the indigenous Taiwan plant species in the Hsinchu 
F12B Ecology Park. 

●  The TSMC Fab/Division Volunteer Program was founded 
in 2013. With enthusiastic support from Senior Managers, 
our employees are dedicated to giving back to society. 
Employees have committed to various welfare activities at 
the Fab/Division level for causes such as environmental 
protection, promotion of energy conservation, and caring 
for the disadvantaged.

WATCH VIDEO
Our Volunteer Program persists in the objective 
of, “long-term commitment to chosen service 
themes,” and encourages our employees to 
participate in volunteer activities with joy and 
wisdom.
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7.5.1  TSMC Volunteer Docent Program: 
           Promoting Science Education
Sharing knowledge is an important way for a corporation 
to serve and respond to its communities. The spread 
of knowledge furthers people’s understanding of their 
environment and may inspire future generations and bring 
forth change in society. 

Based on this principle, as well as to promote science 
education and improve people’s understanding of the 
semiconductor industry, we made a donation to the National 
Museum of Natural Science (Taichung) in 1997 to set up 
an exhibition hall – “The World of Integrated Circuits”. In 
2003, we sponsored the renovation of the hall, which was 
completed in 2011 with additional exhibits on LED lighting 
and solar energy. Renamed  “The World of Semiconductors,” 
this exhibition aims to offer visitors an interactive and 
entertaining way to understand the principles and the 
development of semiconductors as well as the links between 
the semiconductor industry and daily life.

Employees and their family members have been recruited to 
serve as volunteer docents at the exhibition hall on weekends 
and holidays to promote science education since 2004. In 
2006, youth volunteers were also recruited. Employees were 
also encouraged to invite their children of high school age or 

older to join the Volunteer Docent Program to give them an 
opportunity to make contributions to society when they are 
young. In 2007, the Program was expanded to recruit new 
volunteers from our affiliated companies, including Vanguard, 
VisEra, Xintec, and Global Unichip. In 2012, employees of 
TSMC SSL (TSMC Solid State Lighting) and TSMC Solar also 
joined the Program, adding new blood to the volunteer team 
and further expanding our social service and contribution. 

The docents’ enthusiasm and professionalism were highly 
praised by visitors; the group has continuously been 
recognized as an “Outstanding Volunteer Team” by the 
National Museum of Science.

In order to extend our docent services and to complement 
the number of docents required on weekdays, our Volunteer 
Program recruited several disabled persons as “Community 
Service Representatives” to introduce the evolution of 
semiconductors for visitors at “The World of Semiconductors” 
exhibition. The initiative provides the opportunity for the 
Representatives to reinforce their interaction and connection 
with society. In addition, our Volunteer Program invited the 
Hope Workshop, which is affiliated to the Taichung Private 
Soundhome Integrated Intelligence Development Center, 
to launch the “Happy Life Pass Card” for “The World of 
Semiconductors” exhibition, aimed at providing jobs for 
people who have difficulties in hearing and give a chance for 
them to start an independent life. 

In 2004, MTK was invited to join the TSMC Docent Program 
due to donating a facility for exhibits purpose. 20 MTK 
volunteers were recruited during the year 2004.

35%
Number of volunteers 
increased 35% in 2013 

7.5.2  TSMC Book Reading Volunteer Program: 
           Spreading Seeds of Knowledge
While globalization has helped to spread technology around 
the world, economic inequality has also increased. The 
knowledge disparity between rich and poor is deprives 
children of opportunities to choose their path in life. To help 
narrow the rural-urban gap in educational resources, the 
TSMC Education and Culture Foundation has sponsored 
the Hope Reading Program of CommonWealth Magazine 
since 2004, donating around 20,000 books annually to 200 
elementary schools in remote areas of Taiwan. In this way, 
the Foundation hopes to build a bridge to the world for 
underprivileged children. 

In the same year, the Foundation recruited employees and 
members of their families to form a volunteer team, aiming to 
strengthen reading interest among young children in remote 
areas. In alliance with CommonWealth Group, the volunteers 
read books sponsored by the Hope Reading Program to 
students of elementary schools and encouraged them to 
make the most of the learning resources available.

During the first year, 49 volunteers joined the Program and 
started serving two elementary schools located in remote 
townships in Hsinchu. Over the years, the children’s eager 
looks and enthusiastic responses have drawn more and 
more volunteers to join the Program. The volunteers use 
their personal time to travel to these remote schools to 
read to those children, hoping to show the world to these 
underprivileged students through books and to develop the 
habit of reading in their communities. Besides reading stories, 
volunteers lead other interactive activities to stimulate the 
students’ interest in reading. For example, the volunteers 
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prepare plays for special holidays to combine reading with 
everyday life, so that the children will see reading as part of 
their life.

Foreign employees were recruited in 2009 to volunteer in the 
English Reading Program at Lu-Fong Elementary School. 
Their goal is to improve children’s confidence in speaking 
English and their overall English proficiency. Working 
regularly with children over the long term, the volunteers 
have developed profound friendships with them. What these 
children enjoy is not only the pleasure of reading, but also a 
heartwarming friendship with our volunteers.

The volunteers’ selfless work is greatly appreciated by the 
schools and the children. Since the establishment of our 
Book Reading Volunteer Program ten years ago, the TSMC 

Note: In 2004, MTK was invited to join the TSMC Docent Program due to donating a facility for exhibits 
purpose. 20 MTK volunteers were recruited during the year 2004.

TSMC Volunteer Docent Program Accomplishments
Total Volunteers: 4,513; Total Service Hours: Over 58,152 Hours
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Volunteer Program has strived to improve the book reading 
service in remote areas and to instill the habit of reading. 
In 2013, we hired disabled people as “Community Service 
Representatives” to organize the libraries of the schools we 
serve, assist the book lending service and make learning 
worksheets for children. This practice not only provides 
employment opportunities for the disabled, but also develops 
a reading habit for the kids when there is no story-telling 
service.

7.5.3  TSMC Energy Saving Volunteer Program: 
           Loving and Preserving the Earth
With the acceleration of global warming, as well as the 
depletion of the Earth’s limited natural resources and energy, 
awareness of environmental protection is on the rise, and 

saving energy has become a common cause for everyone. 
TSMC recruited employees with expertise in energy 
conservation to start the Energy-Saving Volunteer Program 
and has provided schools in the Hsinchu, Taichung, and 
Tainan areas with professional consulting services. Through 
inspection and communication, the team helps to develop 
energy-saving plans for schools to improve energy efficiency.

The Energy Saving Volunteer Program was founded in 2008 
by 25 volunteers from our company. Initially, the Program 
served schools near our headquarters. Two high schools 
in Hsinchu were chosen, and a team was sent to each 
school to assist in cutting their bills for water, electricity and 
telecommunication, as well as saving energy consumed by 
air-conditioning and improving environmental safety. After 
assessing the facilities, collecting data, and evaluating energy 
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efficiency, the teams proposed energy-saving plans and 
methods to the schools.

The team’s professional service has been much appreciated 
by these schools. In 2010, the team began to accept 
requests from other schools. In addition to offering energy-
saving assessments, the Energy-Saving Volunteer Program 
promotes education on energy conservation.

As of 2013, the TSMC Energy Saving Volunteer Program has 
devoted more than 1,000 hours in serving schools in Hsinchu, 
Taichung and Tainan in need of energy conservation. Besides 
power-saving measures for our company, the energy-
saving volunteers also traveled to the Penghu University of 
Science and Technology, located in the resource-poor island 
of Penghu. Beginning with the ideal of “love the Earth with 
environmental protection, and care for Taiwan with energy 

conservation”, the volunteers aim to, contribute to society with 
their expertise and passion. Highly affirmed by the school for 
their great attitude, excellent performance and professional 
abilities, the energy saving volunteers will continue to 
contribute to the society by serving schools directly.

7.5.4  TSMC Community Volunteer Program: 
           Caring for the Disadvantaged
In 2009, Typhoon Morakot struck southern Taiwan; our 
employees were deeply saddened by the suffering caused 
by this disaster. Led by Sophie Chang (Su-feng Chang), the 
president of the TSMC Volunteer Program, our employees 
immediately established the Typhoon Morakot Project Team 
and provided timely assistance and relief measures to 
typhoon victims. After this experience, realizing that there 
were still many neglected disadvantaged people in society, 

Sophie Chang hoped to recruit more employees to devote 
themselves to community service. As a result, the Project 
Team became the Community Volunteer Program in 2010, 
aiming to reach out to those most in need.

The elderly and the young are the focus of the TSMC 
Community Volunteer Program. The society of Taiwan 
continues to age; the population aged 65 and above is more 
than two million, and one-fifth of them need help with day-
to-day tasks. On the other hand, for youngsters living in 
an unstable environment, positive influences at the critical 
stage of their personality development and good parent-child 
interactions are crucial. Those in children’s homes who lack 
the warmth of family love certainly need companionship and 
support.

TSMC Community Volunteers focus on serving the elderly at 
the Hsinchu Veterans Home and the children at the St. Teresa 
Children Center. In 2010, 156 volunteers joined the Program 
and held regular activities that closely connect the elderly 
veterans, children and volunteers. So far, a total of more than 
1,119 volunteers have participated, and they have served 
more than 18,000 hours.

Volunteer at Hsinchu Veterans Home
In 2013, a total of 308 volunteers regularly visited the elderly 
at the Hsinchu Veterans Home. The volunteers were divided 
into three groups:

●  Go Sports
The volunteers invited the elderly to play sports together. 
They played croquet with the elderly in the morning every 
two weeks, and other games were held from time to time, 
offering the seniors opportunities to stretch their bodies and 
also enjoy the stimulation of competition.

TSMC volunteers enjoy a day with seniors and children from 
underdeveloped areas at the“Rendezvous with love at Hsinchu ZOO” 
event.

Energy-saving volunteers demonstrating different types of 
light bulbs to students

Community volunteers play ukuleles with seniors from the 
Veteran’s Home.
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●  Glee Club
The volunteers designed more static activities for the 
elderly with disabilities in the health care center of the 
Veterans Home. They sang for the elder veterans, 
interacted with them through games, or invited them to sing 
karaoke together and let the joy spread through cheerful 
melodies.

●  Art Workshop
In the art workshops, the volunteers and the elderly 
participated in interesting art projects such as rock painting. 
During the process of creating artwork, the seniors can 
enjoy the beauty of art. At the same time, the volunteers 
and the elderly grew to know each other while doing the 
projects and chatting.

Volunteers at St. Teresa Children Center 
A team of 62 volunteers visited the Children Center and gave 
the children timely care and companionship in 2012; they 
participated in the activities as below:

●  One-on-one Care
On the monthly “St. Teresa’s Family Day,” volunteers spent 
the weekend with the children. Sometimes they held a 
weekend tour, while other times they stayed at the Children 
Center and studied together.

●  Health Education Seminars
Our Volunteer Program cooperates specially with National 
Taiwan University Hospital in the planning of interesting 
health education courses for St. Teresa Children Center. 
The entertaining courses provide the kids with more 
information about physical health, dental care and other 
health issues.

TSMC volunteers held holiday events at the Window on China 
theme park on July 20, 2013 and at the Hsinchu City Zoo on 
December 21. At the “Rendezvous with Love at Hsinchu City 
Zoo”environmental education event, TSMC invited seniors of 
the Hsinchu Veterans Home and 200 children from rural areas 
to a day of challenge games, delicious snacks, and animal-
watching at the Hsinchu City Zoo. TSMC also organized 
Community Volunteers from the Volunteer Program to receive 
guide training to give participants a deeper understanding 
of the zoo and its animals, realizing TSMC’s principles 
of environmental education. The Program encouraged 
employees and members of their family to experience the 
energy and inspiration of volunteer services. The activities 
were designed to promote “Active Aging” to give the energy 
of their youth back to the seniors of the Veteran’s Home. 
In addition, specially designed challenge games gave the 
children from St. Teresa Children Center and remote villages 
who participated in the event a memorable weekend.

The TSMC Volunteer Program also hired disabled people 
as “Community Service Representatives” to make “Life 
Story Books” for the elderly in Hsinchu Veterans Home. With 
assistance from social workers, the ”Community Service 
Representatives” have learned the abilities of communication 
and interaction and were trained with practical interviewing 
skills, which they then utilized in the making of the seniors’ 
“Life Story Books”. With life stories as the subject and art 
creations as the media, the concrete works created from 
abstract lives were a combination of social services and art, 
which also contributes to the achievement and independent 
lives of the disabled.

7.5.5  TSMC Ecology Volunteer Program: 
           Prompting Environmental Preservation
Recognizing the beauty of Taiwan, we are devoted to 
the protection of our homeland. We maintain large areas 
for ecological projects from the beginning of new fab 
construction, and apply multilevel ecological engineering 
methods which include planting native tree species and bird/
butterfly-attracting plants, as well as providing habitats and 
foraging places for animals to achieve the goals of a bio-
diversified environment and eco/environmental protection 
around the fab.

Ecology Volunteers pick water chestnuts with students.
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Our Volunteer Program developed the “TSMC Ecology 
Volunteer Program” in 2012. Employees who are highly 
interested in ecology were recruited as eco-docents to 
introduce their rich ecological and environmental knowledge 
to children and adults from remote villages and neighboring 
areas. The ecology volunteers have contributed a valuable 
effort to environmental protection. Our service locations are 
as follows:

●  Hsinchu F12B Ecology Park Docent
In 2013, we added a new venue for docent service. With 
88 employees joining the group, we invited more than 120 
students and teachers from four elementary schools to visit 
our ecology park in Hsinchu.

●  Taichung F15 Ecology Park Docent
In 2013, 92 employees joined the group, and we invited 
more than 150 students and teachers from five elementary 
schools to visit our ecology park in Taichung.

●  Tainan Jacana Ecology Park Docent
Our Volunteer Program recruited 134 employees and 
their family members to serve as volunteer docents at 
the Jacana ecology education park on weekends and 
holidays. In addition, we recruited disabled people who 
are interested in photography or talented in fine art as 
“Community Service Representatives” and stationed them 
in the Tainan Jacana Ecology Education Park to perform 
image recording and produce eco-teaching tools for 
Jacana repopulation work in the park.

7.5.6  TSMC Fab/Division Volunteer Program
With enthusiastic support from Senior Managers, TSMC 
employees are dedicated to giving back to society. Employees 
have committed to various welfare activities on the Fab/

Division level for causes such as environmental protection, 
promotion of energy conservation, and caring for the 
disadvantaged.

●  Environment Protection 
Our Company is dedicated to protecting the environment of 
Taiwan in collaboration with charities. For instance, TSMC 
employees volunteered to maintain the venue of The 2013 
Taiwan Lantern Festival. TSMC assisted the Hsinchu 
county environmental protection Bureau to promote 
concern for the earth and developing environmentally 
friendly habits to the public attending the Festival. In 
addition to the main theme of environmental education, the 
secondary theme was “clean neighborhoods”. Volunteers 

advocated “take away your own trash” and “do not 
litter”, beginning with the concept of “keep trash off the 
ground”, to achieve the aim of zero environmental burden. 
Volunteers also patrolled the festival grounds to remove 
litter.

In addition, TSMC cooperated with Jinshan Elementary 
School in Guanxi Township to organize an environmentally-
oriented “Graduation LifeCare Tour”. The tour began at 
the school and proceeded along the Luoma Highway 
for approximately eight kilometers to the Ma’oto forest. 
Activities along the way included talks on local ecology, 
caring for elderly people living alone, and cleaning 
neighborhoods, helping students to better understand 

TSMC environment promotion volunteers for the “Taiwan Lantern 
Festival”

TSMC cooperated with the Jinshan Elementary School for 
“Graduation LifeCare Tour”, caring for the environment and 
elderly people living alone.
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their community. A snack break was provided by parent 
volunteers, giving children the opportunity to learn 
the etiquette of being a good guest, and finally the 
group prepared a meal in the Ma’oto forest using local 
ingredients.

●  Energy Saving Promotion
TSMC  colleagues at the South Taiwan Science Park have 
collaborated with the Southern District Water Resources 
office over the long term to conduct exciting outdoor 
education programs on the Pheasant-Tailed Jacana at the 
Tseng-Wen Reservoir for 160 students and teachers of 
Da-Pu Elementary School in Chiayi County and Yu-Jing 
Elementary School in Tainan City. Through engaging and 
interactive lessons, students not only learn the importance 
of precious water resources, they also gain a clear 
understanding of the rich and diverse ecology in Tseng 
Wen Reservoir, and experience how Taiwan’s largest dam 
prevents floods and regulates the South Taiwan water 
supply. TSMC also delights in sharing its professional 
skills with society. Our Energy Saving Volunteers at the 
South Taiwan Science Park use professional instruments 
to perform safety checks for rural schools , make 
improvements, and also suggest power-saving measures.

Despite of high competition in technology industry, we 
never forget to cherish the environment. Answering a call 
from the Volunteer Program’s President, Sophie Chang, 
TSMC held seminars on energy consumption and power 
reduction to share the knowledge and technology of green 
buildings and TSMC energy-saving accomplishments. 

Through those efforts, we hope to root green concepts 
deeply into the minds of Taiwan’s industrial community.

●  Caring for the Disadvantaged
Charity bazaars and group-purchase were held in our fabs 
periodically in 2013. Believing that even a small donation 
will make a difference, the accumulated profits were 
donated to charities. Furthermore, when the employees 
found people in need, such as solitary elders, destitute 
children, and economically disadvantaged individuals, they 
called on the enthusiastic support of their fellow employees 
to repair and maintain old houses of those in need, 

TSMC collaborated with the Southern District Bureau of the Water Resources Agency for environmental education programs.

Ecological education activities in Da-Pu Elementary School Ecological education activities in Yu-Jing Elementary School 

provided daily supplies and necessities, and offered warm 
company. Our employees are devoted to giving a hand to 
helpless people for them to move toward a brighter future 
with dignity.

In 2013, 25 of our employees, under the lead of our 
cycling club, completed a bicycle tour around Taiwan; they 
brought with them a total of 30 bicycles and six personal 
computers donated by our employees and gave them to 
three children’s homes on their way. This good deed has 
benefited a total of 320 underprivileged children.
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